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SGA passes operating budget, two resolutions
By MORGAN WRIGHT

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
Student Government Association passed two resolutions
and an operating budget Tuesday at their Senate meeting.
The first resolution is having a syllabi repository for
each course section. It will be
created and used for students
during periods of registration
and be updated accordingly
for subsequent semesters.

The second establishes a fund
from the student Senate so
that senators can work on
projects directly within their
colleges.
The request from SGA to
have a syllabi bank is for the
convenience of students.
When students register for
classes they can view the syllabus to see how they can easier
balance their class schedule
and workload. This resolution still has to go through the

Visual Art & Design Building
to open Summer 2014
By JOSH LYCANS

THE PARTHENON
Faculty and staff
of the College of Arts and
Media will have a chance
to tour the new Visual Arts
and Design building on
Third Avenue in downtown
Huntington across from
Pullman Square toward
the end of September.
In spring 2011, Marshall University purchased
the old Stone and Thomas
building, and planned to
house the visual arts and
design programs. Since
then, construction has
been under way to get the
building updated. Plans
are for the building to
open in summer 2014,
with classes starting in
August.
“The building has six
floors and a basement; the
first floor being the location of a gallery and retail
area,” Maribea Barnes, interim director of the art
department, said. “Floors
two up to six will be stateof-the-art studios, with
connected offices for instructors. The basement
will consist of studios and
other offices for student
use.”
Of the programs offered
by the art school, fibers,
painting,
printmaking,
graphic design, photography emphasis along
with foundation, art history and art education

courses will be moved to
the new location. Ceramics and sculpture will not
be moving.
Jessica Long, assistant
director of Birke Art Gallery, is among the many
that are excited for a new
location and more space.
“It is a great opportunity
for us,” Long said. “Right
now we have a limited
space to work with. With
the new building, it will
give us a chance to grow
and expand as a school
and to get engaged with
the local community.”
Barnes stated that the
department and school
has already been involved
with the community and
there are plans to expand
with their involvement.
“We’ve been a part of several outreach programs,
including
involvement
with the Huntington Chamber of Commerce, etc. We
do the Children’s Art Festival Extravaganza in the
spring at Heritage Station.
Yet, this fall, we have plans
to work with the city on
a new project involving
the Christmas parade and
mural paintings in local
business windows based
on a yet to be determined
theme. Hopefully we will
start on the project in November,” said Barnes.
Josh Lycans can be
contacted at lycans13@
marshall.edu.

Faculty Senate and potentially
the Board of Governors.
The second resolution is a
fund for the student senators
to use directly with their colleges. The money is going to
be used on any project the
college wants to execute, as
long as it affects the students
of that college positively and
can also affect others.
Both
resolutions
were
passed for the convenience
and advancement of students.

“Both resolutions that we
passed on Tuesday are a positive step for students. We
wanted to take the initiative
to try to better student’s experiences,” Vice President
Jordan Wooldridge said.
There was an increase in
the SGA funding this year, but
with the allocated funds, SGA
chose to take the additional
funds and give it to individual
college projects.
Business Manager Samantha

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall Writing Center on
the second floor of Drinko Library
has opened for a new academic
year with many important services
now available to students.
The Writing Center is a place
where students can get help on
papers while also getting help
with questions about research,
how to find a book and even online articles.
Anna Rollins, the director of the
Writing Center, said some students
don’t understand the services offered by the Writing Center.
“I think one of the biggest misconceptions of the Writing Center
is that we are here to edit a paper,”
Rollins said. “We want students to
become better writers, not just to
be better in one paper, but so they
can be writers for the continuing
future. So we have a long-term goal

and a short-term goal, we want
to help students learn how to go
through the writing process and
learn how to edit themselves.”
Alexa Antill, a veteran tutor
returning this semester, said the
Writing Center does more than just
help with English papers.
“We are actually here to help
you with any writing assignment for any class,” Antill said.
“It doesn’t have to be a paper,
it can be a speech, a lab report,
and we are here to help with
anything as to whether it is
with structure, organization or
content.”
Antill said she started at the
center last semester.
“I really enjoy my time here
and I love English-it’s my strong
suit. I like to help people out
with that,” she said.
Erica
Law
is
another tutor at the center.

around campus,” DiDomenico
said. “Students will see the
benefit. Senate special projects will be used so we are
able to see what students
actually need rather than us
guessing. We have a better
impact on the money we’re
giving and people will be able
to see the impact of the budget
a lot more than in the past.”
Morgan Wright can be
contacted at Wright265@
marshall.edu.

Burrito Riders lend a hand to the needy
SUBMITTED PHOTO

Burrito Riders founder and Marshall University student Tim Adkins repairs a bike as part of the ReBicycle program. The project aims to enable the
homeless community to receive access to more reliable and personal means of transportation.
By CHARLIE HOUSE

THE PARTHENON
The Burrito Riders of Huntington recently launched a
program to help the homeless
in Huntington.
According to the Burrito
Riders’ blog, the goal of the
program, titled ReBicycle, is to
empower the homeless community to find work, meet
obligations and gain the sense
of freedom that comes with
having reliable transportation.
The program asks participants to give a minimum of 10
hours in volunteer service to
the community. In addition, participants take a class on rider

safety, bicycle maintenance and
sharing the road with other
vehicles. Upon completion of
these two components, each
participant receives a bicycle.
About 18 months ago, the
grassroots organization originating in Louisville, Ky, began
biking a circuit around the city,
handing out burritos to the
homeless.
Founder Tim Adkins, a Marshall University student in the
social work program, said the
burrito is just a foot in the door.
“It started out as a way to get
to know the homeless community, and what their experience
is,” Adkins said.

Writing Center reopens for academic year
By JUSTIN DEPAMPHILIS

DiDomenico composed this
year’s operating budget. SGA
is choosing to add money to
the student activities funds by
taking $25,000 from their office expenses.
DiDomenico said Student
Government members worked
very hard on getting the budget together this summer.
“We want to allocate the
money with how we thought it
was most beneficial, especially
with the budget tightening up

“It’s a great resource and students should use it since they
are paying for it, so if you want
help why not come up here
and get it. It’s also free. We
don’t edit papers, but we help
with grammatical errors,” Law
said.
Brittany McIntyre said the
Writing Center is a participatory
process.
“Students are supposed to actively participate for us,” McIntyre
said. “We aren’t going to have you
hand over your paper to us and us
fix it for you, we are here to help
you along the way.”
Rollins said the Writing Center
offers different options.
“We have two different online options, one which is asynchronous,
so the student doesn’t actually have
to be on their computer when they
make the appointment,” Rollins
said. “They can choose the tutoring
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option. They have an option to upload their paper, the tutor during
that particular appointment time
will give comments on the paper
and email it back to them.
“The other is a synchronous option called online tutoring and if a
student wants to do an online tutoring session, they do have to be
on their computer during the time
they sign up for, but they can sign
onto the schedule at that time and
when they do that both the tutor
and the tutee will enter into this
chat module and talk to each other
in real time, the tutor reads the
work and responds to the student
in a real time conversation.”
The center is open from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday,
with online hours from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m.
Justin DePamphilis can be
reached at depamphilis@marshall.edu.

HIGH 82°

Married with two children,
he also said he and his family
quickly learned that although
there is an awareness of homelessness, most people are
unaware of the problems the
homeless face.
The Burrito Riders make a
conscious effort to gain first
hand knowledge of these problems by getting to know the
people they feed and helping
them fulfill their individual
needs.
According to the Burrito Riders’ blog, on a ride in Louisville,
Ryan, a volunteer, encountered
a homeless man named Ray.
He had found work, but was

unable to get to the job site on
a consistent basis. Public transportation in the area couldn’t
take him where and when he
needed to go.
To solve the problem, Ryan
found a bike, refurbished it
and gave it to Ray. This act of
kindness planted the seed for
what became ReBicycle.
The program is still in its infancy, with one person earning
their bicycle, and three more
working towards completing their required volunteer
hours.
Charlie House can be contacted at house8@marshall.
edu.

U.S., Russia begin talks on how
to seize Syria’s chemical arsenal
By HANNAH ALLAM
and ANITA KUMAR

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON
BUREAU (MCT)
The United States and Russia
on Wednesday began swapping ideas on how to contain
and destroy Syria's chemical
weapons in preparation for
high-level talks slated to begin Thursday in Geneva, in the
latest whirlwind of diplomacy
to stave off U.S. missile strikes
against the government of Syrian President Bashar Assad.
Secretary of State John
Kerry and his Russian counterpart, Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov, are scheduled
to hold at least two days of
meetings to discuss the logistics of a Moscow-generated
proposal that would see Assad
relinquishing his chemical

LOW 59°
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arsenal to international authorities. Kerry and Lavrov
each will be accompanied by
a team of weapons experts to
hash out the feasibility of such
an undertaking in the midst of
a vicious civil war that's well
into its third year.
The broader U.S. goal _ a
binding United Nations Security Council resolution spelling
out the terms of such an agreement _ is under discussion
separately by diplomats in
New York, State Department
spokeswoman Jen Psaki said.
Those talks are said to be contentious already, with dueling
French and Russian demands
over language related to the
threat of military action if the
Assad regime fails to comply.

See SYRIA | Page 5
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‘Our hearts still ache’: Obama
marks 9/11; bells toll, tears in N.Y.

KEVIN DIETSCH | MCT

President Barack Obama stands during a remembrance ceremony for the 12th anniversary of the 9/11
terrorist attacks, at the Pentagon in Arlington, VA.
By MICHAEL MUSKAL and
TINA SUSMAN

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
To the solemn lament of
tolling bells and the mournful recitation of names of the
fallen, Americans on Wednesday paused to commemorate
the moment of the worst terrorist attack on U.S. soil.
Memorial events unfolded
at the site of the former World
Trade Center, the White House,
the Pentagon and near Shanksville, Pa., as the nation reflected
on the 12th anniversary of the
attacks by airliners commandeered by al-Qaida that killed
nearly 3,000 people.
As in past years, the ceremony at the site of the former
Twin Towers began with a
moment of silence and the
ringing of a bell to mark the instant when the first jet hit the
South Tower at 8:46 a.m. local
time. Relatives of those killed

then began the slow reading of
names, a somber process punctuated by moments of silence
and bell-ringing to mark the
crashes of jets into the North
Tower, the Pentagon and a rural
field in Pennsylvania, as well as
the collapse of each Trade Center tower.
Promptly at 8:46 a.m. in
Washington, President Obama,
joined by the first lady Michelle
Obama, Vice President Joe
Biden and his wife, Jill, along
with members of the White
House staff, walked out to the
South Lawn. The president
later went to the Pentagon,
where a jetliner struck at 9:37
a.m.
“We pray for the memory of
all those taken from us nearly
3,000 innocent souls,” Obama
said at the Pentagon.
“Our hearts still ache for
the futures snatched away, the
lives that might have been the

parents who would have known
the joy of being grandparents,
the fathers and mothers who
would have known the pride of
a child’s graduation, the sons
and daughters who would have
grown, maybe married and
been blessed with children of
their own,” the president said.
“Those beautiful boys and girls
just beginning to find their way
who today would have been
teenagers and young men and
women looking ahead, imagining the mark they’d make on
the world.”
Among those gathered at the
Pentagon were family members of those killed on Sept. 11,
2001. Many wore red, white,
and blue ribbons and some
cried as the president spoke.
The president also paid tribute to the four Americans killed
a year ago in an attack on a U.S.
compound in Benghazi, Libya,
asking the country to pray for

artwork in Dublin and Manchester before he moved to
Jerusalem to pursue his passion in artwork, Linda Klein,
director of the JSA, said.
Yitro described some of the
meanings that are represented
in the artwork, such as one of
his main paintings on display,
“Medium is the Message.”
“The painting depicts a horn
in Jewish religion called the
shofar,” Yitro said. “The bottles
are used to represent a symbol
of a message like a bottle that is

thrown out to the sea.”
Yitro displayed his artwork
throughout the Joan C. Edwards
Performing arts Center. Yitro
said “Beyond Time” and “Light
and Dark” are a couple of his favorite pieces.
“Beyond Time” represents the
Shabbat and the annual Jewish
Calendar,” Yitro said. “Light and
Dark” describes the colors that
contrast the horns in the painting making them different.”
The JSA is dedicated towards
celebrating Jewish holidays and

those who “serve in dangerous
posts” even after more than a
decade of war.
Obama spoke hours after he
addressed the nation about the
crisis in Syria and defended his
policy calling for limited military strikes while also using
diplomatic efforts to strip control of chemical weapons from
the ruling regime.
“Let us have the wisdom
to know that while force is at
times necessary, force alone
cannot build the world we
seek,” Obama said at the Pentagon. He later added, “Let us
have the confidence in the values that make us American,
which we must never lose, the
shining liberties that make us a
beacon of the world; the rich diversity that makes us stronger,
the unity and commitment to
one another that we sustain on
this National Day of Service and
Remembrance.”
The National Day of Service
and Remembrance was started in
2002 as a way to honor the spirit
of cooperation that followed the
aftermath of the deadly attacks.
In 2009, Congress made it an official national day.
Members of Congress also
marked the day by gathering
outdoors in a solemn ceremony.
Unlike some past remembrances there were no speeches
at the 2-year-old Memorial
Plaza in lower Manhattan. Commuters, going about their usual
business, walked around the former scene of devastation even as
the ceremonies took place.
In lieu of speeches in New
York, there was the occasional
personal touch. “As time passes
and our family grows, our children remind us of you,” Angilic
Casalduc said of her mother,
Vivian Casalduc. “We miss you.”

Jewish Student Association hosts art
festival to promote Jewish culture
By MASON HAYNES

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University Jewish Student Association hosted
an art festival Tuesday in the
Joan C. Edwards Performing
Arts Center to recognize Jewish
students and culture.
The festival included art displays and a lecture. Zak Yitro,
an Irish freelance artist, said
he has a passion for Jewish religion and artwork.
Yitro spent most of his
life creating Jewish inspired

culture. One of the main events
that occurred before the art
festival was celebrating the tradition of Sukkot.
“Before the art festival began, the students in the spring
built a sukkah. It is a shed the
students build in honor to celebrate the Jewish tradition of
Sukkot,” Klein said.
The JSA meets every Tuesday
in room 2W10 of the Marshall
Memorial Student Center.
Mason Haynes can be contacted at haynes75@marshall.

POLICE BLOTTER
BY MAGGIE SMITH

THE PARTHENON
All incidents mentioned
have been provided by the
Marshall University Police
Department.
Petit Larceny: A navy
and gray trick bike was stolen from the Gibson Hall
bike rack sometime between Sept. 2 at 4:00 p.m.
and Sept. 3 at 9:00 a.m. The
case is closed without any
suspects.
SEPT. 5
Indecent Exposure: MUPD
cited a man for indecent exposure after he was found
urinating
between
the
Henderson Center and Fat
Patties on the 1900 block of
3rd Ave.
Leaving the Scene of an
Accident: MUPD are still
trying to contact a suspect
they believe left the scene
of an accident in the Sixth
Avenue parking garage. The
alleged suspect is reported
to have caused $2,500
worth of damage to another
car while trying to back out
of a parking spot. The incident was found recorded
on garage security cameras.
The alleged suspect’s car is
a 2010 Chevrolet pick-up
truck with a Kentucky license plate.
SEPT. 7
Petit Larceny: A student
reported their iPhone 4S
had been stolen from the
front desk of Wellman Hall
at 11:02 a.m. After MUPD
reviewed surveillance from
the building, they determined that the alleged
victim had left the iPhone
on the front desk after signing friends in. The accused
suspect is then reported
to have taken the iPhone
while waiting to be signed
in. The accused suspect
kept the iPhone till MUPD
located him and retrieved
the stolen object. The accused suspect waived his
rights and confessed to the
alleged crime. The case remains open.
Car Wreck: At 5:02 p.m.,
MUPD received a complaint
that a red Jeep Wrangler
had wrecked into a golf cart
being used by game day
security while attempting
to drive around it. The golf
cart was struck on its back,
rear corner. There was minor damage to the cart and
the back fender was torn
off the Jeep.
Public Intoxication and
Obstruction: A white male,
23, was arrested at 9:30 p.m.

in the Marshall University
Joan C. Edwards Stadium
parking lot by MUPD and
the Cabell County Sheriff’s
Department. The suspect
had been told to leave the
area after a disturbance or
he would be arrested for
obstruction. Soon after he
returned to the area and was
arrested for obstruction, as
well as public intoxication.
SEPT. 8
Assault and Public Intoxication: Around 2:25
a.m., MUPD responded to
a call from Towers East
that claimed a possible
fight was happening on the
south side of the building,
near the 1800 block of Fifth
Avenue The suspects, 23
and 27, were alleged to be
threatening several people
with bricks after yelling at
students located outside of
Towers East. MUPD then
arrested the two suspects,
both white males, and
transported them to Western Regional Jail where they
were charged with assault
and public intoxication.
Destruction of Property: MUPD have identified
at least four people involved
with the destruction of
two security cameras in
the Third Avenue. parking garage. MUPD received
a complaint at 1:00 a.m.
claiming that two security
cameras were found in a
garbage can on the first
floor of the parking garage.
The cameras were retrieved
by MUPD and on further
review were found to have
originally come from the
west side elevators on the
2nd and 5th floors. The
damage left from the destruction is reported to be
around $5,600. Through
security footage, Marshall
police were able to identify two of the suspects.
After interviewing the alleged suspects, the police
were able to get the names
of other potential suspects
involved. The case is still
open and under review.
SEPT. 9
Destruction of Property: At 5:16 p.m., a vending
machine on the D level at
Gullickson Hall was reported
damaged. The machine allegedly appeared damaged from
the side and it was unknown
if any merchandise or money
had been taken. There are
still no suspects at this time.
Maggie Smith can be
contacted at smith1769@
marshall.edu.

Apple unveils impressive new iPhones
By JEFF GELLES

THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER
(MCT)
A fingerprint sensor to
provide the ultimate security. A dual-flash camera
that reads color temperatures and adapts. A 64-bit
processor that adds speed
and power.
It's easy to shrug off the
latest advances from Apple, which largely seemed
to confirm Silicon Valley
rumors Tuesday when it
unveiled two new iPhones,
the 5S and the 5C, that will
go on sale Sept. 20.
Yes, it's true: The topof-the-line iPhone 5S will
boast built-in fingerprint
authentication, to add a
layer of security that would
seem sci-fi spectacular if
Disney didn't already use
something similar at its
theme parks. The good

news for the spy-shy: Apple says your prints won't
be stored on its servers.
Yes, it's true: A company
that has almost fetishized
its use of brushed, beveled metal and high-tech
glass has finally turned to
plastic excuse me, hardcoated polycarbonate for
the body of its new, lowerend iPhone 5C. The good
news to the fashionable:
The 5C comes in blue,
green, pink or yellow, with
"matching wallpapers and
translucency that carry the
color through the entire
experience."
And, yes, it's true that
even an extravaganza
at Apple's headquarters
featuring Lady Gaga and
Apple chairman Tim Cook
can't fully recapture the
excitement Steve Jobs once
generated with a stream of

high-tech advances.
But maybe we're all
just a little jaded. The
hardware Apple unveiled
Tuesday, along with the
new iOS 7 operating system it introduced earlier
in the summer, once again
mesh into a truly impressive package even if Apple
is partly playing catch-up
with features introduced
in
Samsung's
Galaxy
Androids and Nokia's Windows-based Lumias.
The biggest news may
be that Apple has finally
accepted the segmentation of a market it created
with the original iPhone
in 2007. The new iPhone
5C may represent just
a modest step forward
in technology from last
year's iPhone 5, and its
plastic body adds about
two-thirds of an ounce in

weight, but it's a testimony
to Apple's ability to adapt.
Tim Bajarin, of California's Creative Strategies
Inc., estimates Apple managed to shave $100 to
$150 from the cost of a
5C big savings on a device
that retails for about $600
without a carrier contract.
The 5C's cost should appeal to budget-conscious
U.S. consumers and in
emerging markets. But it's
on the flagship 5S where
Apple's technological edge
continues to shine, with
advances such as the new
fingerprint sensor and a
better, smarter camera.
Once again, Apple didn't
add pixels to its 8-megapixel iSight camera. But it
made each pixel about 15
percent larger. "The examples they showed were
stunning," Bajarin said.

Results on flash photography may be more
impressive. The 5S adds
True Tone flash a dual flash
that combines separate
white and amber LEDs,
and adjusts the mix based
on algorithms assessing a
scene's color temperature.
The fingerprint sensor,
also offered only on the 5S,
should ease the worries of
people who store crucial
data on a phone.
Coincidentally, it also
greases the wheels of
commerce. Like a song on
Apple's new iRadio, the
Pandora-like service offered on iOS 7? You can
buy it instantly on iTunes
and use your fingerprint,
rather than your Apple ID,
to clinch the sale.
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The iPhone 5S, shown here, can be pre-ordered Friday.
They go on sale Sept. 20.
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FORMER HERD STANDOUT BLAZING BASEPATHS IN DEBUT
By CAITIE SMITH

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
For a team that doesn’t even have its own facilities, Marshall baseball players have certainly
been making a name for themselves.
The team produced two picks in the 2013 MLB
Draft, names well known to the Marshall baseball program, Aaron Blair as the 36th overall pick
and Isaac Ballou in the 15th round.
Blair and Ballou accompany seven other former Herd stars making their way through the
professional baseball system.
Ballou, in particular, is having quite the rookie season.
The speedy outfielder was assigned to the
Auburn Doubledays, a short season single-A
affiliate of the Washington Nationals, shortly
after the draft. Ballou did not even finish the
month of August before being promoted to the
Hagerstown Suns.
“My transition was so fast, but it was such a
fun ride,” Ballou said. “Playing in Conference
USA for four years really helped me get prepared for the level of baseball I’m experiencing
now.”
The Suns are currently in the South Atlantic
League Championships and face the Savannah
Sand Gnats Friday evening in Savannah, Ga.
In order to be in the championship, Ballou and
the Suns had to defeat the West Virginia Power in
a three-game series.
Coincidentally, the Power plays their home games
at Appalachian Power Park, the same stadium Ballou called home the last four years at Marshall.
For one game, Ballou was able to feel like he
was still playing for the Herd as batting first and
playing center field.
Ballou spent most of the last three seasons
in the lead off position in the batting order and
played every game in center.
“That was a lot of fun,” Ballou said. “I caught
up with the head groundskeeper and it was awesome to be able to play in front of people who
have supported Marshall and myself since the
beginning. It was weird being in the third base
dugout though.”
Ballou said his role with Hagerstown has
not really changed from his role with the
Herd.

“From Marshall to now, my job is to get on base,
score runs and take away hits from pitchers,” Ballou
said.
In three games against the Power, Ballou went
7-12 (.583 average) with five runs and three doubles.
One Power pitcher in particular commented
on his ‘anger’ at Ballou for always being on base
and never getting out.
“That’s great to hear,” Ballou joked. “I pride
myself on competing and being a tough out. I
hate pitchers as a whole, so the feeling is mutual
I’m sure.”
In another twist of events, Ballou played
against the team he would have been playing for
had he signed after the first time he was drafted
in 2011.
“It definitely added to my fire,” Ballou said. “I
want to play well against any Pirate affiliate.”
Even on off days, Ballou spends time training and working on things to improve his
craft.
“The biggest thing I’ve worked on since becoming a professional is my positioning in the
outfield,” Ballou said. “I love to be shading the
hitter in the right direction to take away a base
hit. It keeps me in the game because I focus in on
his bat path and our pitcher’s velocity and where
exactly he’s throwing the ball.”
Ballou’s season could end Friday evening, as
the Suns are down 0-2 in the best of five series.
Even with an impending break, Ballou has no
plans to slow down.
“My goals for the offseason are to add strength
and explosiveness, and I need to hone in and
work on bunting,” Ballou said. “That’s something
that I can use to utilize my game.”
On the home front, Marshall will enter what
seems like unchartered waters without Ballou
in centerfield, but the Marshall alumnus has a
simple piece of advice for his former teammates.
“First and foremost, trust God with everything,” Ballou said. “Outwork everybody. There
are going to be days where you don’t feel like doing anything, but you have to push through that
wall. It will pay off, because hard work always
does.”
Caitie Smith can be contacted at
smith1650@marshall.edu.

News from ‘The Vet’

Facing fire vs. Flames

Women travel to Lynchburg to face Liberty
By ANDREW HARRISON
THE PARTHENON
Marshall women’s soccer has started the season 3-2-1. The Herd will continue its road trip
when the team heads to Lynchburg, Va, Sunday
to play the Liberty Flames.
This past weekend the Herd split its road
games by beating Temple 1-0 on Friday and losing a close matchup to the La Salle Explorers
2-1 Sunday afternoon.
The Herd faces a Liberty Flames team that is
4-1 on the season. The Flames are 2-0 at home
this season. The Flames offense is producing
14.8 shots per game. Liberty leads in the assist
column against opponents by four assists more
per game.
The biggest threat the Flames bring will be
some ball handlers and finishers.
“Our biggest threat is ourselves,” head coach
Kevin Long said. “We have to execute — that is
one of our biggest issues. We want to execute all
that we do and let Liberty worry about stopping
us.”
Sophomore forward Erin Simmons leads the
Herd with three goals on the season. Forwards
junior Myka DeMarco and senior Kristine Culicerto follow with two goals apiece.
“When we move players in and out of the

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

TOP: Isaac Ballou
during
the
Northern Division
SAL Championship
series on September
6,2013
in
Hagerstown, MD.
LEFT: Ballou making
a catch while
playing with the
Auburn Doubledays
earlier this season.
RIGHT: Ballou rests
on third during a
game September 7,
2013. Ballou scored
five runs during the
series.

lineup, we continue to have a consistent threat,”
Long said. “We have individuals who have done
really well but we never have had this type of
attacking threat from so many different spots.”
The Herd is racking up the shot count this
season. Marshall is averaging 14.7 shots a
game, which is up from last season by 3.4 shots.
“The players are doing a great job with their
attacking mentality,” Long said. “The shots are
nice but we want to capitalize the opportunities
by making more goals.”
Junior goalkeeper Lizzie Kish made seven
saves for the Herd, a career best.
“This year she has applied herself in the
weight room and has really gotten fit this season,” Long said. “She has made some huge saves
for us.”
This Sunday’s matchup between the Herd
and the Flames will be the last one of this three
game road trip. The Herd will have a three game
home stand following the game against Liberty.
“We love playing in our new stadium,” Long
said. “We are definitely looking for some home
cooking and sleeping in our own beds after this
weekend. It should allow us some more energy
as we head into conference play.”
Andrew Harrison can be contacted at harrison96@marshall.edu.

Men kick off home opener
at Qdoba Invitational
By THOMAS GREEN
THE PARTHENON
The Marshall men’s soccer team comes home
Friday for the first time this season to host the
Qdoba Invitational against St. Francis University,
Oakland University and Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne.
The Herd comes into Hoops Family Field at the
Veterans Memorial Soccer Complex winless after
a five game road trip and looks to improve their
record through consistency.
“We need to eliminate silly mistakes, start clicking and get on a roll,” head coach Bob Gray said.
“Clean up the defensive and be sharper with
less miscommunication,” continued goalkeeper
Danny Sellitti.
Gray said the Qdoba Invitational is the first
tournament at the soccer complex and Marshall’s
first soccer invitational in seven years.
A road trip is always difficult, but the first time
is always the hardest, especially when facing some
of the top teams in the country.
“This schedule is the toughest we’ve ever
played,” Gray said. “Great opponents and many
are ranked.”
The Herd lost several key players at the end of
last season-most notably keeper Daniel Withrow
and midfielder Tom Jackson.
“Had an experienced team last year-this year is
opposite,” Grey said. “Still trying to figure out best

starting 11.”
A key part of every soccer team is the keeper.
He is in charge of coordinating the defensive backline and restarting the offense after a defensive
stop. As of now the position is available to all the
keepers on the team and is battled for in every
practice. Grey said he is looking for consistency in
a goalkeeper.
The top two contenders for the position are
Danny Sellitti, a transfer student from Yavapai College, and Tyler Atwell, a junior in his last year of
eligibility. Both are training hard to meet the high
demands of keeper.
“Coach expects perfection,” Sellitti said. “Take
the high road and reach for it, or fall apart. It’s a
completion for every start to see who wins the
spot.”
The entire team is ready to start their first home
game and invitational, but few are as excited as
Sellitti.
“I can’t wait to see the field-I’m lucky to be on it
at all,” he said.
The team started out on the weaker foot, losing
matches that could’ve easily gone a different way,
but they are looking to improve their record using
a brand new field as a strong home advantage.
The tournament starts at 5:00 p.m. with the
Herd playing at 7:00 p.m.
Thomas Green can be contacted green173@
marshall.edu.

2013 QDOBA INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
FRIDAY

Indiana Purdue-Fort Wayne (IPFW) vs. St. Francis 5:00
HERD vs. Oakland
7:30
SUNDAY

Oakland vs. St. Francis

DWIGHT JORGE | THE PARTHENON

Members of the women’s soccer team display their new uniforms during the Grand Opening of the
Veteran’s Memorial Soccer Complex on August 23,2013.
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EDITORIAL

The iPhone 5C has pros and cons
As expected, Apple made an announcement Sept. 10 regarding the new iPhone,
but unexpected is the fact there are actually two.
On Tuesday, Apple revealed the 5S and
the 5C.
Apple CEO Tim Cook described the 5C,
the first of the two to be unveiled at Tuesday’s event, as being fun and colorful.
When it comes to the features of the
5C, however, it pulls its parts from older
models. The 5S will have a brand new A7
chip processor, while the 5C will come
equipped with an A6 chip, which is already available with the 5. Also, the 5C is
mostly made of plastic, which Apple hasn’t
used for iPhone design since the 3GS.
On the other hand, there are a number
of comparisons between the 5C and the

5S. They both have built-in, lithium-ion
batteries, feature four-inch, multi-touch
displays and an eight-megapixel camera.
But, the most important aspect of the
5C is the price.
The starting cost of the 5C is just $99
with a two-year contract. For those effected by the hard economic times, this
iPhone allows someone with a smaller
budget to have the latest iPhone at a reduced cost. Right?
Well, not exactly.
Without a contract, the 5C is $549, which
makes it almost as expensive as the other
iPhones on the market. So, what gives?
When it comes to the 5C, the target audience appears to be those who are more
interested in the Apple brand than in the
functions of the phone.

Let’s face it. There are two sets of
iPhone users: the ones who do their research and choose the phone for it’s
remarkable processing abilities, impressive camera features and broad wireless
coverage, and the ones who choose the
iPhone simply because it’s an iPhone. For
the latter, the 5C may be the best thing for
them.
It will certainly attract a younger audience who also find themselves more
concerned with the look of their phone,
texting their friends and what games
they can play.
Opinions are sure to be mixed on the
price of the 5C as well as where it fits
among its predecessors and its more
innovative counterpart, but with five vibrant colors, at least it’s pretty.

MCT CAMPUS

EDITORIAL

Google establishes the pace
in pushing the NSA on spying
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS (MCT)
Revelations that the National Security Agency has cracked the encryption
technology that was supposed to protect
Internet users’ privacy is a nightmare for
Silicon Valley.
Consumer trust is at stake. If it
plunges, so will Internet commerce. Valley firms need to work with Congress and
the Obama administration to reassure
people that companies such as Google,
Yahoo and Facebook are reliable stewards of private information. And now
more than ever, they need to disclose
how they use that information for commercial purposes.
It was heartening to learn last week that
Google is trying to combat the NSA’s hacking. Others should join in pressing the NSA
to publicly clarify the tech industry’s role
in surveillance, and companies need to inform users of the extent to which they have
gone to prevent hacking — government or

otherwise. They should disclose whether
they have given the NSA backdoor access
to information, and if they have, what justification they required.
In July, Yahoo persuaded the secretive
U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court to declassify legal briefs explaining Yahoo’s effort to protect consumers
from government surveillance. It was a
significant win for transparency. But it’s
increasingly clear that Americans are in
the dark about the extent to which both
technology firms and the government are
tracking our everyday lives.
This valley has spent four decades
cultivating its image as the place to get
rich inventing technology and gadgets
that make people’s lives easier and make
the world a better place. That last point
won’t hold up if consumers believe the
NSA is using the tech industry for what
may be illegal government espionage on
Americans. It’s a short leap to think the

companies themselves are exploiting
data people were led to believe is protected by solid encryption.
It’s one thing for tech companies to
help federal agents track potential terrorists when shown sufficient cause.
It’s another if they’ve given government
spies the unlimited ability to pry into
users’ private emails, see where they go
and who they meet and launch fishing expeditions into their medical and financial
records.
The obvious question is: If the government can do this, why not others?
Tech firms need to show that it’s possible to combat real terrorist threats while
protecting Americans’ legitimate right to
privacy. They need to be on consumers’
side by trying to prevent unnecessary
and illegal intrusions into private information. If they can’t do this, people will
pull back from posting information and
doing business online.
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YOU CAN BE HERD
Which Marshall Artists Series event
are you most excited for?

Do you think that the United States
should interfere in Syria?

Jason Mraz
Bill Burr
Fall Film Festival

Yes
No
I’m indifferent

11%
85%
4%

Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.

EDITORIAL

Lost unions and lost ground

By MEREDITH KLEYKAMP
and JAKE ROSENFELD

LOS ANGELES TIMES(MCT)
Over the next few days, the
largest national group of unions,
the AFL-CIO, meets in Los Angeles to look at ways to stem the
long-term decline of American
unions. African-Americans and
other people of color have a lot
at stake.
Many people think of a union
member as a white, blue-collar
male, and historically that was
true. In the early 1900s, nearly
all U.S. unions discriminated
against African-Americans and
refused to let them join. In 1935,
when President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the Wagner Act into
law — guaranteeing American
workers the right to bargain collectively with their employers
— fewer than one in 100 union
members in the U.S. was an
African-American.
But then, during the middle
of the 20th century, unions
experienced a remarkable racial turnaround. Competition
between the fast-growing industrial unions of the Congress of
Industrial Organizations and the
established craft unions of the
American Federation of Labor
spurred organizers to reach outside existing labor strongholds
to recruit millions of new members. And in the run-up to World
War II, many African-Americans,
eager to escape punishing agricultural work in the South,
arrived in the Midwest and
Northeast to look for new manufacturing jobs just as expanding
factories were targeted by union
organizers.
Black workers were understandably wary at first, given
unions’ history of racial discrimination. But before long they came
to see organized workplaces
as a partial refuge from racist
practices that were common in
many nonunion firms. After the
war, stable employment, rising
wages and robust benefit packages cemented the connections
of African American workers to
the labor movement, especially
in the Midwest.
Nationally, union membership
rates for black men in the private
sector rose to nearly 40 percent
by the early 1970s. What’s more,
by the end of the 1970s, nearly 1

in 4 black women in the private
sector belonged to a union, double the rate of union membership
among white women.
An extensive body of research
has established that union members earn higher wages than their
nonunion counterparts doing the
same type of work. And our own
research confirms a large effect
of union membership on wages
for both black and white workers, an effect that holds true even
after we take into account other
influences on wages such as age,
education, occupation and the
particular industry and state
where workers are employed.
Across the decades covered by
our data, unionized workers in
the private sector have wages
about 25 percent higher than
otherwise similar nonunion
workers.
But for several decades now,
union membership rates have
been declining. Using 40 years
of nationally representative data,
our research aimed to discover
what wage trends among blacks
and whites, men and women,
would have looked like if union
membership in the private sector of the U.S. economy had not
declined so sharply. Here is what
we learned:
—Had union membership rates
for women remained at late-1970s
levels, racial wage inequality among
women in private sector jobs today
would be reduced by as much as 30
percent.
—If rates of union membership among African American
men working in the private sector
were as high today as in the early
1970s, weekly wages would now
be about $50 higher. For a fulltime worker, that translates to an
income increase of $2,600 a year.
Regardless of race, all male workers have lost ground in the private
sector as unions have declined.
Our findings recast the modern American labor movement
as a remarkably inclusive institution that gave a vital boost to
the economic fortunes of African-American as well as white
workers and their families. The
near disappearance of private
sector unions in recent times
has made many of America’s
economic and social problems
worse, including racial wage
gaps.

GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They
must be saved in Microsoft
Word and sent as an attachment. Longer letters may be
used as guest columns at the
editor’s discretion. Guest column status will not be given at
the author’s request. All letters
must be signed and include an
address or phone number for
confirmation. Letters may be
edited for grammar, libelous
statements, available space
or factual errors. Compelling

letters that are posted on The
Parthenon website, www.marshallparthenon.com, can be
printed at the discretion of the
editors.
The opinions expressed in
the columns and letters do
not necessarily represent the
views of The Parthenon staff.
Please send news releases
to the editors at parthenon@
marshall.edu. Please keep
in mind, letters are printed
based on timeliness, newsworthiness and space.
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Ex-TSA agent charged with making threats at LAX

APPLE

By RICHARD WINTON

If the latest advances don't
impress , Wharton's Kevin
Werbach suggests that Apple
may share some blame.
"There's this expectation,
partially created by Apple itself, that every new device
will be a miraculous invention," Werbach said. "That's

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Federal prosecutors Wednesday charged an ex-TSA worker
and former National Guardsman
with being responsible for hoaxes
and making false threats against
Los Angeles International Airport.
Nna Alpha Onuoha, 29, was
arrested Tuesday night at a
church in Riverside, Calif., after
a daylong search by multiple
federal and local agencies. He allegedly made a series of threats
that began when he resigned
that day from the Transportation Security Administration
and later turned in a package.
Prior to his resignation, Onuoha had been suspended after
he chastised a teenage girl in
June about her attire.
Onuoha made an initial appearance Wednesday at U.S.
District Court in Los Angeles,
but at the request of his deputy
federal public defender, the detention hearing was continued
to Monday.
He remains in custody. If convicted of the federal charges,
Onuoha faces up to 15 years in
prison.
According to an affidavit in
the case, Onuoha resigned about
9 a.m. PDT Tuesday. About four

hours later, he returned to TSA
headquarters at LAX and left a
sealed express mail envelope
addressed to a TSA manager.
He then allegedly called
the TSA checkpoint at
Terminal 3 a few minutes
later. According to an affidavit, he cautioned that the
manager should open the
“package.”
During the same call he
advised “that LAX should be
evacuated immediately starting
with Terminal 2” and then in a
second call indicated Terminals
2, 3 and 6 “needed to be evacuated immediately and the TSA
was running out of time.”
He then allegedly called LAX
police and said “they should
evacuate the entire airport.”
Onuoah, an employee since
2006, had been suspended from
July 21 to July 27 for telling the
15-year-old girl to “cover up,”
according to the court filing.
During one of the calls to the
TSA, a screener asked the Nigerian-born Onuoha, who has a
thick accent, to repeat his statement. Onuoha told the screener
“that he would be watching
to see if TSA was evacuating
the terminals as directed,” according to the affidavit by FBI

Special Agent David Gates.
Gates wrote the screener
believed Onuoha was conveying “a bomb threat or another
threat to violence to the
airport.”
“The TSA manger told me he believed the most credible scenario
was an ‘active shooter’ situation at
the airport,” Gates wrote.
At Onuoha’s home in Inglewood, which was empty, agents
found a handwritten message
in the closet: “09/11/2013
THERE WILL BE FIRE FEAR!
FEAR! FEAR!,” Gates wrote.
When Onuoha was eventually
arrested near midnight Tuesday
at the Harvest Christian Fellowship Church in Riverside, he
waived his Miranda rights and
said this meant he intended to
start “preaching in the streets.”
He denied his statements
were intended as threats and he
“had no intent to engage in any
violent conduct.”
Onuoha had been living in
Inglewood at a home for U.S.
Veterans and served for eight
years as an infantryman in the
National Guard.
Law enforcement sources
said he “fully cooperated” after
being stopped near the church,
where a security guard noticed
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him sleeping in a van.
The church security guard
asked him to leave about 11
p.m., which he did, only to
come back, Riverside Police Lt.
Guy Toussaint said.
When Onuoha returned, the
guard wrote down the New
York license plate of the van
and called Riverside police,
who rushed to the church about
11:40 p.m.
The Joint Terrorism Task force
— including FBI agents who had
been tracking Onuoha — also
headed to the location. Once
there, a Riverside police SWAT
team approached the parking lot,
Toussaint said.
“As they were approaching, he drove off. We think he
was just leaving and didn’t see
the SWAT officers coming,”
Toussaint said. “They made a
high-risk felony stop and he
fully cooperated.”
A subsequent search recovered several packages and
a large red cross near the
church, but no weapons or
explosives. A similar cross appeared in photos that were on
a website where several rambling letters signed by Onuoha
include references to 9/11 and
the “end of the world.”

Continued from Page 2

SYRIA

Continued from Page 1

France's draft proposal, according to the Reuters news
agency, gives Syria 15 days to
disclose its chemical stockpiles or face reprisals under
a chapter of the U.N. charter
that makes resolutions binding and enforceable by military
action. Russia, which already
has blocked three previous attempts to pass resolutions to
pressure its ally Assad, has rejected such language.
At the State Department, Psaki
said the Obama administration
was entering the talks with "eyes
wide open" and wasn't "predicting victory." She was grilled
about the administration's
newfound faith in the Russians,
which comes just days after
Samantha Power, the U.S. ambassador to the U.N., warned that it

just not what happens you
don't reinvent the wheel each
time."
But he said incremental
steps add up as anyone can
see by comparing today's
computers to Apple's cuttingedge Mac unveiled nearly 30
years ago.
"Small refinements, taken
together, make up a revolution," he said.
was "naive to think that Russia is
on the verge of changing its position" about pressuring Assad at
the Security Council.
"Let me first say that details
matter. We're not predetermining or pre-suggesting that
we're going to approve of
whatever proposal we talk
through over the next few
days. It has to be credible,
and it has to be verifiable,"
Psaki said. "Our end goal here
has been multifaceted. One of
them has been securing and
removing chemical weapons,
and this is the best opportunity we've had over the past
few years."
The Obama administration's
abrupt shift from attack mode
to the negotiating table has received mixed reviews among
close observers of the Syrian
conflict.

A volunteer for the Burrito Riders refurbishes bicycles as
part of the ReBicycle program. The program aims to help
the Huntington homeless community stabilize jobs and
transportation.
SUBMITTED PHOTO

Twelve years later
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Nancy Borowich | Newsday (MCT)

James Joyce, 52, is a retired NYPD officer and FDNY firefighter near ground zero with son, James T. Joyce, 19, during ceremonies in New York on
Wednesday, September 11, 2013, marking the 12th anniversary of the attacks of Sept. 11, 2011.
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EDITORS’ PICKS | TOP TEN SCARIEST THINGS
1. Snakes

6. Society

2. Slender Man

7. Nuclear war

3. Spiders

8. The apocalypse

4. Heights

9. Public restrooms

5. Sharknados

10. Walmart
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NOTHING TO FEAR
“ WE HAVE
BUT FEAR ITSELF.
”
– FDR

Local market promotes affordability
By CHARLIE HOUSE

THE PARTHENON
The Wild Ramp, a food
market at Heritage Station in
downtown Huntington, recently began accepting EBT
cards.
EBT cardholders are beneficiaries of the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program,
formerly called “food stamps.”
The program provides lowincome households additional
funds every month to help pay
for groceries.
The Wild Ramp, which has
been in business for just over
a year, is a nonprofit organization with a focus on bringing
fresher, more healthful food
choices into Huntington, while
giving local farmers a viable
economic opportunity to sell
their products.
A variety of seasonal produce, meats, dairy and other
agricultural products are sold,

all sourced from within a 250mile radius of Huntington.
Although not a requirement to
sell products there, a number of
farms affiliated with The Wild
Ramp are also organic, or are
working toward organic certification from the United States
Department of Agriculture.
Unfortunately for some, The
Wild Ramp's mission to provide better local food means
that some staples, like meats,
are more expensive than they
would be at larger chain grocery stores, Shelly Keeney said,
market manager of the Wild
Ramp. This puts more healthful
eating out of reach for some.
“From the beginning, we
wanted to accept EBT cards, we
just weren't set up for it,” Keeney said. “We also wanted to
make sure there was a need for
it, which we thought there was.”
She said the need was confirmed when customers began

paying with EBT cards within
a week of setting up the
equipment to make EBT sales
possible.
Hannah Redman, a Marshall
University senior in dietetics who
does work-study at The Wild
Ramp, said she was pleased
when it was announced that the
market would begin accepting
EBT cards.
“I think it’s great, because we
are giving people in our community who are at risk access
to locally grown foods,” Redman said.
Looking to the future, Keeney
said she hopes accepting EBT
cards will help everyone have
access to fresh, local produce.
The Wild Ramp's hours are
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday
and 2:30-4:30 p.m. Sunday.
Charlie House can be contacted at house8@marshall.
edu.

–The Wild Ramp opened in July 2012 as an outdoor market.
– Marshall University students Lauren Kemp, Christa Galvin and
Kelly Wiley jumpstarted the idea for The Wild Ramp when they
focused their senior capstone project on creating a local food hub.
– The market was awarded "Most Innovative Market" of 2012 by
the West Virginia Farmer's Market Association.
– Two of the market's shelves were found behind a dumpster at
the Huntington Mall.
– In May 2013, The Wild Ramp earned a gross sales income of
more than $30,000.

ABOVE: Strawberries grown by local farmers are sold at The Wild Ramp, June 6.
BELOW: Samples of products such as JB's Peach Salsa and Whippersnapper Hot Pepper Mustard with Shagbark
Corn Tortilla Chips are available at Foodie Friday, Aug. 16 at The Wild Ramp.
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